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1. INTRODUCTION 
In this work we will consider the problems of existence, uniqueness, and 
differentiability of best approximations from a Hilbert submanifold, i.e., a 
possibly co-dimensional immersed submanifold M of a separable Hilbert 
space H. A4 will be given the metric induced by the immersion. For a recent 
survey of best approximations in Hilbert space see the short review by 
Berens [9].) 
The main results of this paper are strengthenings and generalizations of 
results which are known in the finite dimensional case, see e.g., the papers 
by Abatzoglou [4-51. The co-dimensional case requires somewhat different 
techniques. 
There has appeared a number of results relating the metric curvature of 
general closed subsets of normed linear spaces to the properties of their 
best approximation operator. This makes it relevant to comment on the 
assumptions which are made in this paper. 
The smoothness inherent in the concept of a submanifold makes it 
possible to define the metric curvature in terms of an analytic quantity, the 
normal curvature. This enables us to make sharp estimates of the reach of 
submanifolds. 
It seems to be an open question exactly what degree of differentiability is 
needed for these results to hold; certainly the condition of C*- 
differentiability used here is too strong and should probably be replaced by 
C’ plus a Lipschitz condition related to metric curvature. 
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2. PRELIMINARIES 
For background in differential geometry the reader is referred to 
[14-161. In the following, A4 will be an immersed submanifold of H and 
will be considered as a subset of H, with the geometry induced by the 
immersion. Let T,M denote the tangent space of M at p. 
Each T,M will be considered as a subspace of H. TiM will denote the 
orthogonal complement of T,M. 
Let H have inner product (*, *) and norm 11.11. Then the immersion 
induces an inner product (e, .) and a norm 11.11 on each T,M. The follow- 
ing notation will be used: 
S(b, R) = {X: I/X- 611 < R}; [lb - M(I =j$ I/b - pII; 
S(M, R) = {X: [IX- MII d R}. 
Most of the local geometry, like covariant differentiation and curvature 
of finite dimensional Riemannian spaces generalizes immediately to this set- 
ting. In particular, let V and V denote covariant differentiation in H and 
A4, respectively. Then, for each pair of vectors X, Y in T,,M, 
v, Y = 0, Y + h(X, Y), 
where h is a bilinear mapping 
h: T,Mx T,M-+ T;M, 
the second fundamental form of M at p. 
Let c be an arclength parametrized geodesic starting at PEM, with 
c(0) = X Then 
E(0) = 0‘2 = h(X, X) E Tp’h4. 
For v E TiM define the symmetric linear operator h,: T,,M + T,M by 
(h,X, Y) = (v, h(X, Y)); X, YE T&. (2.1) 
Then the metric curvature of A4 at p with respect to v (as defined, e.g., in 
[ 19 or 11) corresponds to 
cv= sup (h,X, X) 
IIW = 1 
and the metric curvature of M at p corresponds to the normal curvature, 
llhll of ~4 at P, 
llhll = sup 114X, Wll. 
J:llF& P 
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See [6 or 43 for a discussion of the finite dimensional case. The co-dimen- 
sional case is similar. 
The folding of M at p, n(p) is defined by 
n(p) = sup {p: S(p, p’) n M is connected for all p’ < p}. 
The folding of M, n(M) is defined by n(M) = inf, E M q(p). The concept of 
folding is introduced to measure how much M “turns back on itself.” Note 
that if M is complete then, as is easy to see, n(M) > 0 implies that M is 
imbedded in H and if AZ denotes the closure of M as a subset of H we have 
M=I% 
Let b E H. The best approximation operator gM of M is a set-valued map- 
ping which takes b into the set of p E M such that 11 b - p[I = 116 - MII. If 
PM(b) # @ then b is said to have a best approximation in M. PM(b) con-, 
tains exactly one element hen b is said to have a unique best approximation 
in M. 
Let U(M) denote the set of bE H such that b has a unique best 
approximation in M and let DU(M) denote the set of b E U(M) such that 
~3’~ is Frechet-defferentiable atb. 
We end this section by stating an auxiliary result which is of interest its 
own right. 
Let h, be given by (2.1). 
LEMMA 2.1. Let p =gM(b) be the unique best approximation in M of 
some b E H, let v = b - PE TjM and assume that (h,-I): T,M+ T,M is 
invertible. Then YM is differentiable in an open neighborhood of b and 
DYM(b)4b=(Z-h,)-’ 6bT, 
where SbT denotes the tangential part of 6b. 
Proof Consider the mapping exp,, 
exp, : T,M + M 
which in the following will be denoted by cp. It is immediate that ~(0) = p, 
that 
Dcp(x)l,,,: T,M-+ T,Mc H 
is the identity mapping of T,M and that 
D2~(xL=, = h, 
the second fundamental form of M at p. Now let aE H and define 
f: H x T,M + R by f(a, x) = illa - cp(x)ll 2. The derivatives off at (b, 0) are 
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D,j-.n=(Dq.n,v)=O 
D,D,f*(v,6b)= -<Dq,rl,db)= -(rt,&) 
DZf. (~9 5) = (Dv. v, Dv. 5 > - (D2drl, 0, v> = ((I- h,) v, t >. 
Note that PM(b) = (D,f(b;))-‘(0). Thus, at b we have 
DpM’6b= (D:f))‘DJD,f)-6b=(Z-h,))l 6bT, 
which by assumption is a bounded operator. By the inverse function 
Theorem [21] applied to D,f, PM is defined and differentiable in an open 
neighbourhood of b. 1 
The proof of Lemma 2.1 is straightforward and has been known for a 
long time. If A is such that (Ah, - I) is not boundedly invertible then p + Iv 
is called a focal point of M. See [ l&20, l-31. 
The following corollary is immediate. For a constant CI let us write h, < c( 
if (h,& l) < CI for all [ in Tr M; we similarly define h, < a and h, > ~1. 
COROLLARY 2.2. Let pEM, VET,IM, b=p+v. Ifh,<l, PM,, (b)=p 
for some neighbourhood M’ of p in M and tf h, < 1 - 6 for some 6 > 0, then 
pMS is differentiable in an open neighbourhood of b. 
On the other hand, fp E PM(b), then with v = b - p, h, > 1. 
3. EXISTENCE OF CRITICAL POINTS 
The following existence result is simple if the ambient space is tinite- 
dimensional (c.f. [6, Theorem 93) but here requires a new proof. 
THEOREM 3.1. Assume that M is complete and C2-immersed in H and 
that the normal curvature of M satisfies lJhl/ < ljp < co. Let E > 0. Then for 
b E H, if l/b - MI\ < p, the distance function /) b - pII: M --* R has a critical 
point p* in M such that Ilb - p*ll < Ilb - MJI + E. 
Proof: Note that p critical point of lib - pII is equivalent to the 
existence of some v E TkM such that b = p + v. 
For r > 0, SlM( r), the normal sphere bundle of M of radius,r is defined 
as follows. For (p, v) = TIM, let 
SlM(r) = u {(p, v): v E TjM, llvll Gr}. 
PEM 
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Recall that M and TiM for p E M are subsets of H. This enables us to 
define a mapping F: S’M(r) + H by F(p, v) = p + v. Let b = p + v. If 9$,.(b) 
is unique and differentiable then 
J’-‘(b) = W%(b), b -%(b)) and DF-’ = (D9”, I- DpM). 
Choose E such that 0 < E c p - I( b - MI1 and set r = II b - MI/ + E. Note that 
then b E S(M, r) holds. If we set Sz = F(SlM(r)) n S(M, r), then for any 
~“ESZ, a=p+O for some j?oM, ?ET~M, 11311 <r<p so llhill<r/p<l. 
Choose a branch of F-’ at b” and apply Corollary 2.2 to find that DF-’ is a 
bounded operator and that, by the inverse function theorem [21], F is 
locally invertible. Thus Sz is open in S(M, r). If we are able to prove that D 
is also closed, then it follows that Q = S(M, r) and we are done. 
That Q is closed follows from a standard lifting argument using the con- 
tinuity and local invertibility of F in Q (with IIDF-‘11 < p/(p - r) < co). See 
[lo, p. 3641 or the proof of Lemma 4.3 in [ 133. This completes the proof 
of Theorem 3.1. 1 
COROLLARY 3.2. Assume that q > 0 and that llhjl < co at every point of 
M. Then DU(M) contains an open neighbourhood of M. 
Proof Note that since (Ih(l < cc at each point and q > 0 we get an open 
covering { Oj} of M in H such that F as defined in the proof of Theorem 3.1 
is invertible on each Oi. The open set we were looking for is then UO,. 1 
4. ON THE SIZE OF DU(M) 
It is known that if K is a closed subset of H, then DU(K) contains a 
dense Gg. Here we show that for imbedded submanifolds this can be 
improved. 
THEOREM 4.1 Let M be a complete C2-imbedded Hilbert submanifold of 
H, Then DU( M) contains a dense open subset of H. 
Remarks. (i) Wolfe [22] has proved a similar result for finite dimen- 
sional approximatively compact submanifolds. The above result shows that 
this condition is superfluous. (ii) If the ambient space is finite dimensional, 
the corresponding result is that the complement of DU(M) has Lebesgue 
measure 0 (c.f. [S]). 
ProoJ Note that A4 imbedded and complete means that M is a closed 
subset of H. It is a result by Asplund [7, p. 453 that DU(K) contains a 
dense G6 if K is closed. Thus DU(M) is dense. By applying the inverse 
function theorem as in the proof of Theorem 3.1, the theorem follows. 1 
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5. ON THE REACHOF M 
Following Federer [ 123 we define the reach of M by 
reach (M) = PiFL sup {r: S(p, r) c U(M)}. 
THEOREM 5.1. Let M be a complete C “Gmbedded Hilbert submanifold 
and assume that llhll 6 l/p < co. Then 
reach (M) 2 min (p, iv(M)} = p. 
Remark. Theorem 5.1 has been proved in the finite dimensional case by 
Abazoglou [4] with Hilbert space as ambient space and independently by 
the author [6] with Euclidean space as ambient space. 
The proof stated below is a straightforward generalization of that in [6, 
Theorem S]. The proof in [4] can also be generalized but requires 
somewhat more work. 
We will need a few lemmas. Throughout, the assumptions of 
Theorem 5.1 will hold. 
LEMMA 5.2. Let c: [w + H be an arclength parametrized curve and 
assume that Il?ll < l/p. Assume that ZE H is such that zE(O) and ljzll = 1. 
Then 
llc(0) + pz - c(t)ll 2 p, -7cp < t < np. 
For different proofs of this, see [4 and 61. See also [17, p. 381. 
LEMMA 5.3. Let c be as in Lemma 5.2. Then for o < t < xp, 
Ilc(0) - c(t)ll 2 2p sin (W). 
Lemma 5.3 is a restatement of [6, Corollary 33. For p, q E M we define 
the geodesic distance d(p, q) by 
d(p, q) = min I1 Ildl & 
0 
where the minimum is taken over all smooth c:[o, 1 ] --, M such that 
c(o)=p and c(l)=q. 
In particular, if there exists a geodesic c connecting p and q of length 
d(p, q) then c is said to be minimizing. 
LEMMA 5.4. (Ekeland [ 11, Theorem B] ). Let p E M. The set of points 
connected to p by a minimizing geodesic contains a dense G6 subset of ikf. 
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Remark. Lemma 5.4 is the only place where the assumption that M is 
of class C” is used and it is to be expected that this, too, holds for C2- 
manifolds. 
LEMMA 5.5. LetpEMandzETplM, llzll = 1. Zfb’=p+r’z, lr’l <p then 
p is the unique best approximation to b’ in Q = {p’ E M: d(p, p’) < 7tp). 
Proof: Let p’ E 52 be connected to p by a minimizing geodesic as in 
Lemma 5.3. Note that if c is an arclength parametrized geodesic of M then 
Ml = IIN& i)II 6 llhll 6 VP. (5.1) 
Lemma 5.2 now implies that [lb’ - p’)I > r’. Using Lemma 5.4 we find 
that points with this property are dense in Sz. This completes the proof of 
Lemma 5.5. 1 
Proof of Theorem 5.1. Choose a b E S(M, p - 6) for some 6 < 0 and set 
r= lib-MI1 <p-kp. By Theorem3.1, for any E>O there exists apEM 
which is a critical point of [lb- pII and such that /lb - pII < lib-MI/ + E. 
Choose E such that s<8 and 2r+E< nr. 
We will derive a contradiction from the assumption that p is not the uni- 
que best approximation to b in M, i.e., that there exists a q E h4, q # p such 
that Ilb-qll =r. 
First assume that p = p, i.e., u(M) > 2~. By assumption, 
lb-sll6Ilp-WI + lb-41 <2r+E<2p<vCW. 
so by the definition of q(M) there is a curve y connecting p and q which lies 
entirely in S(p, 2r + E) n M. 
By Lemma 5.5, d(p, q) > Itr must hold. Using (5.1), Lemma 5.3, and 
Lemma 5.5, one sees that y must contain points not in S(p, 2r + E), a con- 
tradiction since E > 0 was arbitrary. 
On the other hand, assume that p==(M)/2, i.e., p aq(M)/2. It is suf- 
ficient to consider Mn S(p, q(M)), since /Ix - pII > v(M) implies 
Ilx-611 >p>r++for xinM. 
Let p’ E M be connected to p by a minimizing geodesic  of length s < rrp. 
By (5.1) it follows that l[Ell < l/p and now Lemma 5.3 implies 
II P - P’II 2 2~ sin ($2~). (5.2) 
By the definition of q(M), for any c1> 0, Mn S(p, q(M) - a) is connected. 
Apply Lemma 5.4 and relation (5.2) to find that p’ E Mn S(p, q(M) - ~1) 
implies that d(p, p’) < ap. But Lemma 5.5 implies that p is the unique best 
approximation to b in {p’ E M: d(p, p’) d 71~). This yields a contradiction 
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to the assumption that p is not the unique best approximation to b in A4 
since 6! > 0 was arbitrary and by assumption, r c q(M)/2. But 6 > 0 was 
arbitrary. This completes the proof of Theorem 5.1. [ 
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